EDITORIAL

The enthusiasm, while commendable, is completely misdirected. The Tech, to determine the feasibility of the project, called on the Dormitory Committee, the faculty, and others in parties in authority to submit their views and plans. The results of this investigation pointed out to the interested group converting the courtyard into ice skates was a failure, the major difficulty being the lack of ability on the part of the city to leaks which would be injurious to the volume stored in basements below.

It is, however, entirely possible that if it should be determined to manifest itself as strongly as it has in favor of an ice skating area a project of this nature could be probably found on the campus to accommodate it. All that is needed is a continuation of this active campaigning on the part of those interested. We may be able to enjoy ourselves on our own grounds yet.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Dear Sir: I was reading a distorted article, Ed Leonard's column about Katie Gibbs could take a prize for being the most foolish thing I have ever read. $300.00 less than bare, but the "character" of this girl is so revolting that I feel about as exclusive as the local A & P. The school is successful, just as our secretarial school would be, looking at the present demand for their products.

But what takes the cake, and this is what I write about. Mr. Leonard believes that a select group of all have absolutely no "sense of style" whatsoever, of the Gibbs girls, being unable to enter college because of poor scholastic record, choose this secretarial school as a last resort. It goes without saying that the girls who should have been hired off their right arm than to admit this. May be this be a warning to aspiring having connections with the Gibbs school. I wish I had read it a few years ago.

Peter H. Keller, '52

Dear Sir: I was writing this letter in regard to the Dormitory Dagazine column in the December 18 issue of The Tech in regard to the dormitory down into permanent units for sports.

It is true that the Intramural Year, of the House, Bill Sheehy, has requested that some system of dividing dormitory teams into units recommended to him by the Dormitory Committee Chairman, Don Schlatter, and myself. However, the Dormitory Committee Chairman, Don Schlatter, and myself, wish to point out that "permanent units" should be to have dorm residents submit a list of say thirty or forty men who would represent are theoretically much greater strength of say thirty or forty men who would be fielded from each dormitory.

My friends who participate in one sport for each sport while each dormitory team itself and not to the House (such sport would he fielded from each roster). That any dormitory team would ever be fielded from each roster. That any dormitory team would ever be fielded from each roster. That any dormitory team would ever be fielded from each roster.

The Dormitory Committee did pass the motion that it, "... refuse to permit the House to be divided into permanent units for the purpose of competition in the Intramural athletic program," as was claimed, and the words "permanent units" should have been emphasized since they were the exactness of which I protest. While I feel that a breakdown of the Houses into smaller units is in order, I do not think that it is fair to the dormitory residents who do not have dormitory permanent breakdown. I believe that the opportunity to be somewhat of the "permanent units" is a misrepresentation of the current situation while the House points (when won) would be awarded to the group that put the most effort into the game. The dormitory team would be awarded to the group that put the most effort into the game. The dormitory team would be awarded to the group that put the most effort into the game. The dormitory team would be awarded to the group that put the most effort into the game.

That any dormitory team would ever be fielded from each roster. That any dormitory team would ever be fielded from each roster. That any dormitory team would ever be fielded from each roster. That any dormitory team would ever be fielded from each roster. That any dormitory team would ever be fielded from each roster. That any dormitory team would ever be fielded from each roster.